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PREFIXES 
 

A. WITH THE MEANING ‘NOT’ 

Prefixes (un-, in-, il-, ir-, and dis-) are often used to give adjectives (also some 

verbs and nouns) a negative meaning: 

E.g. Unhappy, impossible, incorrect, dislike (verb), illegal, irregular, etc. 

un- is used with many different words: unfriendly, unable, unemployed, 

untidy… 

im- is used before some nouns beginning with m or p, e.g. impolite, impatient. 

il- Is used before words beginning with l, e.g. illegible 

ir- is only used before some nouns beginning with r, e.g. irresponsible. 

dis- is used before some adjectives, e.g. dishonest, or verbs, dislike, disagree. 

in- is used before a limited number of words, e.g. invisible 

B. VERB PREFIXES: un- and dis- 

These prefixes have two meanings: they can have a negative meaning (as 

above), but they can also mean ‘the opposite of an action’ or ‘to reverse an 

action’. This meaning is used with certain verbs: lock/unlock a door, pack a 

suitcase (put everything in it)/ unpack a suitcase (take everything out), 

appear/disappear, get dressed/get undressed. 

C. OTHER VERB PREFIXES WITH SPECIFIC MEANINGS 

re- (= again): redo, reopen, retake (an exam) = redo, resit. 

over- (= too much): overdo, overwork. 

mis- (= badly or incorrectly): misunderstand, misread. 

 

NOUN SUFFIXES 
A. VERB + SUFFIX 

Many nouns are formed in this way. 

VERB     SUFFIX  NOUN 

Improve    -ment   improvement 

Manage    -ment   management 

Elect     -ion   election 

Discuss    -ion   discussion 

Inform    -ation   information 

Organise    -ation   organisation 

Jog     -ing   jogging 

Spell     -ing   spelling 

Sometimes there is a spelling change. The ,ost common is the omissionof the 

final –e before the suffix –ion or –ation: translate/translation, 

organise/organisation. 

B. ADJECTIVE + SUFFIX 

Nouns are also formed by using a suffix to ana adjective. Two suffixes often 

added to adjectives to form nouns are –ness and –ity. 

ADJECTIVE    SUFFIX  NOUN 

Weak     -ness   weakness 

Happy     -ness   happiness 

Dark     -ness   darkness 

Stupid     -ity   stupidity 

Punctual    -ity   punctuality 

Similar     -ity   similarity 

C. –ER/-OR and –IST 
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These are common noun suffixes added to existing nouns or verbs, and they 

describe people and their jobs. 

-er    -or   -or   -ist 

Dancer   driver   actor   artist 

Singer   manager  director  economist 

Murderer  footballer  translator  psychologist 

Farmer   employer  operator  journalist 

 

 

ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES 
A. NOUN OR VERB + SUFFIX 

NOUN or VERB   SUFFIX  ADJECTIVES 

Danger, fame    -ous   dangerous, famous 

Music, politics   -al   musical, political, 

industrial 

Industry, economics      economical 

Cloud, fog, sun, dirt   -y   cloudy, foggy, sunny, 

dirty 

Attract, create   -ive   attractive, creative 

Sometimes there is a spelling change. The ,ost common is the omissionof the 

final –e before the suffix –ion or –ation: translate/translation, 

organise/organisation. 

B. ADJECTIVE + SUFFIX 

Nouns are also formed by using a suffix to ana adjective. Two suffixes often 

added to adjectives to form nouns are –ness and –ity. 

ADJECTIVE    SUFFIX  NOUN 

Weak     -ness   weakness 

Happy     -ness   happiness 

Dark     -ness   darkness 

Stupid     -ity   stupidity 

Punctual    -ity   punctuality 

Similar     -ity   similarity 

C. –ER/-OR and –IST 

These are common noun suffixes added to existing nouns or verbs, and they 

describe people and their jobs. 

-er    -or   -or   -ist 

Dancer   driver   actor   artist 

Singer   manager  director  economist 

Murderer  footballer  translator  psychologist 

Farmer   employer  operator  journalist 

 

List of prefixes and suffixes 

 

Prefixes 
A [-] 

a- not: atypical 

Anglo- English: Anglo-German relations 

ante- before: antenatal (= before birth) 

anti- against: anti-European, antisocial 

auto- self: autobiography (= the story of the writer's own life) 
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B [-] 

bi- two: bicycle, bilingual (= using two languages), bimonthly (= twice a month 

or every two months) 

 

C [-] 

cent-, centi- hundred: centenary (= the hundredth anniversary), centimetre (= one 

hundredth of a metre) 

circum- around: circumnavigate (= sail around) 

co- with; together: copilot, coexist, cooperation 

con- with; together: context (= the words or sentences that come before and after 

a particular word or sentence) 

contra- against; opposite: contradict (= say the opposite), contraflow (= traffic 

travelling in the opposite direction to normal) 

counter- against; opposite: counter-revolution, counter-productive (= producing 

the opposite of the desired effect) 

 

D [-] 

de- taking sth away; the opposite: defrost (= removing the layers of ice from a 

fridge, etc), decentralize 

deci- one tenth: decilitre 

dis- reverse or opposite: displease, disembark, discomfort 

 

E [-] 

Euro- European: Euro-MP (= member of the European Parliament) 

ex- former: ex-wife, ex-president 

extra-  

1 very; more than usual: extra-thin, extra-special   

2 outside; beyond: extraordinary, extra-terrestrial (= coming from 

somewhere beyond the earth) 

 

F [-] 

fore-  

1 before; in advance: foretell (= say what is going to happen), foreword (= 

at the beginning of a book)  

2 front: foreground (= the front part of a picture), forehead 

 

I [-] 

in- (il-, im-, ir-) not: incorrect, invalid, illegal, illegible, immoral, impatient, 

impossible, irregular, irrelevant 

inter- between; from one to another: international, interracial 

 

K [-] 

kilo- thousand: kilogram, kilowatt 

 

M [-] 

maxi- most; very large: maximum 

mega- million; very large: megabyte, megastar (= a very famous person) 

micro- one millionth; very small: microgram, micro-organism 

mid- in the middle of: mid-afternoon, mid-air 
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milli- thousandth: milligram, millilitre 

mini- small: miniskirt, minibus, miniseries 

mis- bad or wrong; not: misunderstand, misbehave, miscalculate 

mono- one; single: monolingual (= using one language), monorail 

multi- many: multinational (= involving many countries) 

 

N [-] 

non- not: nonsense, non-resident, non-smoker 

 

O [-] 

out- more; to a greater degree: outdo, outrun (= run faster or better than sb) 

over- more than normal; too much: overeat, oversleep (= sleep too long), 

overestimate (= guess too high) 

 

P [-] 

post- after: postwar 

pre- before: prepaid, preview 

pro- for; in favour of: pro-European, pro-democracy 

 

Q [-] 

quad- four: quadruple (= multiply by four), quadruplet (= one of four babies 

born at the same time) 

 

R [-] 

re- again: rewrite, rebuild 

 

S [-] 

semi- half: semicircle, semi-detached (= a house joined to the next at one side 

only) 

sub-  

1 below; less than: subzero, subsonic (= less than the speed of sound)  

2 under: subway, subtitles (= translation under the pictures of a film) 

super- extremely; more than: superhuman (= having greater power than humans 

normally have), supersonic (= faster than the speed of sound) 

 

T [-] 

tele- far; over a long distance: telecommunications, television, telephoto lens 

trans- across; through: transatlantic, transcontinental 

tri- three: triangle, tricolour (= a flag with three colours) 

 

U [-] 

ultra- extremely; beyond a certain limit: ultra-modern, ultraviolet (= light that is 

beyond what we can normally see) 

un- not; opposite; taking sth away: uncertain, uncomfortable, unsure, undo, 

undress 

uni- one; single: uniform (= having the same form) 
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Suffixes 
A [-] 

-able, -ible, -ble  to make adjectives; possible to ~: acceptable, noticeable, 

convertible, divisible (= possible to divide), irresistible (= that you cannot resist) 

-age  to make nouns; a process or state: shortage, storage  

-al  to make adjectives; connected with: experimental, accidental, environmental 

-ance, -ence, (-ancy, -ency)  to make nouns; an action, process or state: 

appearance, performance, elegance, importance, existence, intelligence, patience 

-ant, -ent  to make nouns; a person who does sth: assistant, immigrant, student 

-ation  to make nouns; a state or action: examination, imagination, organization 

 

B [-] 

-ble  look at -able 

 

E [-] 

-ee  to make nouns; a person to whom sth is done: employee (= sb who is 

employed), trainee (= sb who is being trained) 

-en  to make verbs; to give sth a particular quality; to make sth more ~: shorten, 

widen, blacken, sharpen, loosen, (but note: lengthen) 

-ence (-ency)  look at -ance 

-ent  look at -ant 

-er  to make nouns; a person who does sth: rider, painter, baker, builder, driver, 

teacher 

-ese  to make adjectives; from a place: Japanese, Chinese, Viennese 

-ess  to make nouns; a woman who does sth as a job: waitress, actress  

 

F [-] 

-ful  to make adjectives; having a particular quality: helpful, useful, thankful, 

beautiful 

 

H [-] 

-hood  to make nouns; a state, often during a particular period of time: 

childhood, motherhood 

 

I [-] 

-ian  to make nouns; a person who does sth as a job or hobby: historian, 

comedian, politician 

-ible  look at -able 

-ical  to make adjectives from nouns ending in -y or -ics; connected with: 

economical, mathematical, physical 

-ify  to make verbs; to produce a state or quality: beautify, simplify, purify 

-ise  look at -ize 

-ish  to make adjectives;  

1 describing nationality or language: English, Swedish, Polish  

2 like sth: babyish, foolish   

3 rather, quite: longish (= fairly long, but not very long), youngish, brownish 

   -ist  to make nouns;  

1 a person who has studied sth or does sth as a job: artist, scientist, typist  

2 a person who believes in sth or belongs to a particular group: capitalist,   

pacifist, feminist 
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-ion  to make nouns; a state or process: action, connection, exhibition 

-ive  to make adjectives; able to ~, having a particular quality: attractive, 

effective 

-ize, -ise  to make verbs; actions producing a particular state: magnetize, 

standardize, modernize, generalize 

 

L [-] 

-less  to make adjectives; not having sth: hopeless, friendless 

-like  to make adjectives; similar to: childlike 

-ly  to make adverbs; in a particular way: badly, beautifully, completely 

 

M [-] 

-ment  to make nouns; a state, action or quality: development, arrangement, 

excitement, achievement 

 

N [-] 

-ness  to make nouns; a state or quality: kindness, sadness, happiness, weakness 

 

O [-] 

-ology  to make nouns; the study of a subject: biology, psychology, zoology 

-or  to make nouns; a person who does sth, often as a job: actor, conductor, sailor 

-ous  to make adjectives; having a particular quality: dangerous, religious, 

ambitious 

 

S [-] 

-ship  to make nouns; showing status: friendship, membership, citizenship 

 

W [-] 

-wards  to make adverbs; in a particular direction: backwards, upwards 

-wise  to make adverbs; in a particular way: clockwise 

 

Y [-] 

-y  to make adjectives; having the quality of the thing mentioned: cloudy, rainy, 

fatty, thirsty, greeny (= similar to green) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


